GROOVE SERIES >> JONAS STEUR PROG HOUSE

Future Loops is proud to release Jonas Steur Prog House , a supreme
collection of dance samples that pushes the boundaries of progressive
house and is simply packed with a monumental amount of 5 star loops
specially developed from the ground up for your own mixing delight !
Belgian DJ and Producer Jonas Steur is the master behind this high-class
sample pack release. For the last decade the talented Jonas Steur has
built an impressive discography alongside a crowd of devoted fans .
With his music being played by all the big names and featured in games,
tv shows and movies Jonas has a very eclectic approach to dance music
but always goes back to a warm progressive melodic sound. With
releases on labels such as Black Hole Recordings and Intuition , Jonas
has also remixed dozens of tracks including from many high profiled
producers such as Deadmau5, Tiesto , Armin Van Buuren , Cosmic Gate
to name only a few ..!
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Here’s what Jonas has to say about this top notch sample pack:
"The prog house vibes pack is my interpretation of the different flavors
within the modern prog house scene. From deep atmospheric stuff to
techy beats and from minimal transparent grooves to full on melodic
house with some trancy touches here and there. Ideal food for inspiration
and a handy tool when you need to quickly create a solid prog house
groove. "

Jonas Steur Prog House features a massive 2GB and 50 Construction
Kits worth of content , where all the individual components necessary for
full remix control are offered as standalone loops: Drum Loop Elements,
One Shots, Synths, Bass, Guitar, FX, Pianos and more!
Have no doubts , when it comes to all-embracing progressive house
sounds Jonas Steur Prog House is a must-have collection that will have
you busy in the studio for a long time ! Whether you want to create killer
dance-floor house grooves, clever tech beats or dreamy melodic tracks,
Jonas Steur Prog House has every element you need!
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Here’s what’s inside Jonas Steur Prog House:
2GB (4.80GB after duplications of WAV & REX ) of content with over
2000 Loops & One Shots
1628 WAV Loops :
Including 150 Full Drums
Over 900 Drum Loop Elements (Hat, Kick, Snare, Clap, Crash,
Percussion, Ride, Shaker,Rim, Tom, and more)
250+ Loop Elements: Guitar, Keys, Strings, Synths, Lasers, FX
among others
918 WAV One Shots: Including Bass, Guitar, Hat, Kick, Snare, Ride,
Percussion, Synth, Strings, FX, Keys, Claps, Crash, Shaker and Tom
and much more!
1384 REX Loops
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